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Trade policy must alter to control border Cruising ban
devastated
businesses,
survey finds
by Stephen Bartlett

Many self-proclaimed experts on the
expanding immigration phenomenon in the
U.S. have taken to the airwaves and the
print media in recent weeks, but very few
of them have addressed the macro-economic factors and U.S. policies underlying
the global mass movement of peoples.
In Louisville, the Kentucky Interfaith
Task Force on Latin America and the Caribbean (KITLAC) joined with church groups,
unions and community organizations to mobilize immigrant workers and their families
and to educate the general public about the
root causes of the modern day immigration
phenomenon that has driven so many rural
Mexicans to seek work in the U.S.
On May 1, we had a march to honor all
workers and a cultural event to celebrate
diversity in which more than 1,200 immigrants and their allies participated. Elsewhere in cities like Dallas, Chicago, Los
Angeles and New York and dozens of
other cities, demonstrators numbering in
the millions proudly marched, expressing
the dignity of workers who contribute to
the U.S. economy and society.
Culturally, we simply cannot give up
salsa and return to a ketchup-only society.
Economically, U.S. society currently needs
these workers to perform many of the most
essential functions of life, like harvesting
and processing our food and maintaining
our housing.
Having organized for years with
farmworker unions like the Coalition of
Immokalee Workers (CIW) in the struggle
for labor rights and dignity for downtrodden

by Eustace Durrett
and Ike M. Thacker IV
Nine West Louisville businesses made
less than $100 Kentucky Derby weekend,
a normally lucrative time made austere by
the city’s clampdown on cruising along
West Broadway, a survey by the Justice
Resource Center found.
A Lee’s Famous Recipe Fried
Chicken restaurant made $12,000 last
year but only $24 this year, and another

Gracie Lewis comments on the
city’s cruising crackdown on p.3.
— photo courtesy Stephen Bartlett

Stephen Bartlet plays “Mr. Nafta” in a socio-drama May 1 in downtown Louisville
showing how U.S. trade and military policies must be changed to truly control
illegal immigration.
farm workers — many of them immigrants,
both documented and undocumented,
KITLAC has been keenly aware of the
dynamics that have driven so many
Mexicans, Guatemalans, Haitians and
others from south of our borders to attempt
to find a way out of deprivation in this way,
for themselves and for their families.

The sending of remittances from the
U.S. to families in rural hamlets across
Mesoamerica and the Caribbean has become
the number one source of dollars in several
Latin American and Caribbean economies.
The rise of new paramilitary groups in
the U.S. modeled after the militias of the U.S.
(continued on page 7)

business that had made $14,000 in 2005
made about $200 in 2006. Center director Rev. Louis Coleman emphasized at a
news conference May 12 that even Fortune 500 companies like KFC owner
Yum! Brands and McDonald’s were hurt.
Meanwhile, attempts to provide
alternatives to cruising largely failed,
Coleman said, explaining that a car show
that was part of Derby Music Jam at the
Water Tower east of downtown — a
(continued on page 3)
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We are encouraged by efforts on the
part of some U.S. senators to find a compromise that would create a safe and orderly immigration process. However, President Bush’s plan to deploy 6,000 National
Guard troops to the border, coupled with
the Senate’s provisional vote approving
additional barricades along the Mexican
border, is disconcerting.
We hope that as the immigration
debate continues, the voices that have
arisen in recent months will be heard,
and that the debate will lead to true,
comprehensive reform.
For more information on the U.S.
FOR’s positions on immigration reform,
contact Amanda Jack at 415-495-6334,
amanda@igc.org, or Ethan Vesely-Flad at
845-358-4601 ext. 42, editor@forusa.org.
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2236 Kaelin Avenue
Louisville, KY 40205-2608
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also emphasize increasing the quotas for
legal immigration, reducing the long backlogs for family visas, and erasing workplace
exploitation of undocumented workers.
Immigration reform should recognize
that the 11 million undocumented immigrants are vital to our economy.
Policymakers should also thoroughly examine the foreign policy that has helped to
create such disparate neighboring economies, such as the Free Trade of the Americas Agreement, an accord that promises to
repeat the failures of NAFTA and CAFTA.
As an organization committed to active
nonviolence as a transforming way of life
and as a means of radical change, FOR
applauds this inspiring mass movement, and
we urge legislators to pay heed to its urgent
call for comprehensive immigration reform.

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

tion reform demands much more.
As an international community with
chapters in more than 40 countries, FOR is
also acutely aware of the deleterious effects
of free trade, an economic policy
championed by the U.S. government.
Free trade agreements have forced
people from the global South to migrate to
this country, and unless we reform our
economic agenda, attempts to “seal our
borders” will be meaningless. In fact, since
the mid-1990s, attempts to close the
Mexican border have not dissuaded
migrants; they merely make crossing the
border more dangerous. What once were
seasonal migration patterns – with a 50
percent return rate to country of origin –
have become permanent, with workers
opting to stay in the United States and
avoid deadly border crossings.
FOR opposes the militarization of the
border and advocates deeper, more thoughtful attention to this matter. Any reform legislation that addresses border security should

Call F.O.R. at 502/458-8056

The Fellowship of Reconciliation, an
organization committed to achieving a just
and peaceful world community with full
dignity and freedom for every human being, stands in solidarity with the millions
who have rallied, boycotted, and marched
during recent months in defense of basic
human rights for undocumented immigrants in the United States.
Draconian congressional legislation –
introduced in December by Rep. George
Sensenbrenner (R-WI) through H.R. 4437
– has ignited this nationwide mobilization
of immigrants and their allies. We are
appalled by H.R. 4437, which proposes
turning the estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants living in the United
States into felons.
This “solution” fails to take into account the common humanity and dignity of
all who aspire to a better life. Enforcementonly policies are not the answer, in a nation
founded and sustained by immigrants.
Comprehensive and humane immigra-

Community center run as
‘stew,’ not as melting pot
by George Morrison
FORsooth editor

Community activist Edgardo Mansilla
served up an item not actually on the menu
while speaking at the Louisville FOR’s
March 16 Third Thursday Lunch – an
allegorical stew.
“It’s not a melting pot,” Mansilla, the
executive director of the Americana
Community Center, said of his adopted
country. “It’s not a salad. It’s a stew.”
The educational and social service
programs at the community center in the
immigrant- and refugee-rich Americana
Apartments in the city’s south end are
geared to reflect that idea – that, like a stew,
the nation’s racial and national groups keep
their distinctness while blending together
(unlike with a salad) to make a nation.
“We celebrate each one’s diversity,”
said Mansilla, an Argentine native who has
lived in Louisville since 1990. “We try to get
everyone to feel very proud of who they are.
I don’t believe in assimilation and I don’t
believe in the melting pot. I believe in integration and mutual respect and I believe that
this society is a very wonderful stew.”
The community center teaches English
as a second language and provides programs
in reading, the arts and music and recreation,
Mansilla said. The center recently started a
community garden, he added.
In the early 1990s, while the population
was about one-third immigrant and refugee,
the center had few structured programs,
Mansilla told the lunch.
“We moved from being a place where
a kid was going to play to having more
social activities,” he said.
Mansilla recalls skepticism about the
center’s expanding its services.
“I was having a nice Christmas dinner.

It was Christmas 1991. I was at the house
of one of my friends and he said to me, ‘We
don’t need to worry about immigrants in
Louisville because, really, their number is
very low.’ I said… according to Census
1990 we have only 5,000 Hispanics, but
normally if you have 5,000 who answer the
census… you have 15,000.”
In 1994 and 1995, refugees from Cuba
and Bosnia came in large numbers, he said,
making the center more relevant.
“In one year, the whole international
population changed,” he said. “Today, at
the same apartment complex, we have 85
percent internationals, five percent white
and 10 percent African-American.”
The totals were about one-third each
15 years ago, Mansilla added.
Mansilla, who has a master’s degree
in theology from the Southern Baptist
Theology Seminary, used humor in his
talk, drawing laughter by telling the lunch
crowd: “I am a real Southern Baptist pastor
because I come from the real south.”
Mansilla devotes his time to many community causes, teaching part time at the University of Louisville Kent School of Social
Work and serving on the boards of World
Community of Louisville (which he founded),
the Louisville/Jefferson County Redevelopment Authority, the Latino/Hispanic Coalition, the American Red Cross Ohio Valley
Region and other groups.
He has no trouble blending such a
packed schedule with his life away from
work, faith and service.
“I cannot have a professional life and
personal life,” he said. “For me, it is one
big life.”
The Third Thursday Lunch series pauses
for the summer and will resume in September.

“The Political Crisis
In Israel”
An Evening with
Reuven Kaminer
Writer and political analyst Reuven Kaminer is a veteran activist in
the Israeli peace movement. He is one of the founders and current
editors of Ha’gada Ha’Smolit (The Left Bank), a leading news and
commentary website in Israel. Over the years Kaminer has been a
founding member of various protest formations such as SIAH
(The New Israeli Left), The Committee Against the War in Lebanon,
The Israeli Committee for Solidarity with Bir Zeit University and
Dai L’Kibush (End the Occupation). Along with Yael Lotan,
Latif Dori and the late Eliezer Feiler he was one of the defendants in an
historic court case during 1987-1990, when the four were tried for having
met with the PLO in Romania. Reuven Kaminer’s legacy is being
carried forward by his grandson Matan Kaminer, one of the five Israeli
refuseniks who recently served two years in military and civilian prisons,
including ten months of “open detention” in an army camp.

Thursday, June 22nd, 2006
7:30 p.m.
League of Women Voters Building
118 South Ewing Avenue
(1/2 block south of the Ewing/Frankfort Ave. intersection in
Crescent Hill. Parking is available behind the building.)
Sponsored by The Louisville Committee for Israeli/Palestinian States
Contact: Beverley Marmion, 451-5658 or Ira Grupper, 459-2171

(www.reuvenkaminer.com)
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“Once you’re in Congress, people get in line to give you money,
and it’s a lot easier to do TV ads and cable shows than to
knock on doors.” Joe Scarborough, former member of Congress.

Just one reason why we need free TV time for candidates
Join THE ALLIANCE FOR BETTER CAMPAIGNS
www.ourairwaves.org
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If Money is Speech, Speech is not Free
That’s common sense
Support Common Cause/Kentucky
www.commoncause.org
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91 Years on Peace Frontiers
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Cruising ban
considerable distance from the West End
— drew only 80 cars instead of the 200
expected and thus could not even give out
monetary awards to its participants.
Coleman blamed the poor turnout of
participants and spectators on excessive
police presence on River Road. Similarly,
a barbecue cook-off in Shawnee and
Chickasaw Parks in West Louisville that
was supposed to draw 100,000 people or
more drew only a few dozen, largely
because police forbade vehicular traffic
after 4 pm, Coleman added.
Despite the city’s determination to end
Derby-eve and Derby-day cruising, impromptu street parties and cruising with fancy
cars happened on streets near Broadway —
for example, on 18th Street and at 28th Street
and Garland Avenue, Coleman said.
Another key theme of Coleman’s
remarks was that one area — the West End
— should not be “singled out” and punished.
Why, he asked, wasn’t the Baxter Avenue/
Bardstown Road corridor in the
overwhelmingly white Highlands – where
Derby guests also crammed streets with
automobiles — similarly cordoned off?
City officials have said a fatal shooting
at last year’s West Louisville cruising
prompted the ban, but Coleman asked why
wasn’t 4th Street Live downtown, where a
man was beaten nearly to death recently,
not closed for similar safety concerns.
Darnell Johnson of the Fairness
Campaign, another press conference
participant, noted that there is never a
lockdown on the Churchill Downs infield
on Derby Day, despite widespread
rowdiness and many arrests.
Coleman went on to say that after
some 40 years, he was “tired of talking”
about racial inequities like the double standard over cruising and wanted to see some
real results soon.
Kentucky Alliance Against Racist and
Political Repression vice-chairperson K.A.
Owens said people living west of Ninth
Street were very unhappy; for many of
them, said Owens, the “crackdown” was a
“complete and total failure.”
Owens interjected that the powers-thatbe in Louisville want to make the city look
good and gala for the celebrities in Lear jets,
but that people without such resources, “ordinary people,” are equally important and should
be allowed to have fun, too.
Large numbers of blacks getting
together in any capacity just doesn’t, said
Owens, fit somebody’s “plan.”
Instead, as George Brown, a resident
of West Broadway, put it at the press conference, the experience was “degrading,”
“disrespectful,” and “threatening.”
Even though he had a pass, police had
followed him several blocks to his house,
Brown said.
Phillip Bailey, a student at the
University of Louisville, made some
academic sense of this debate over cruising
and proposed at least a partial solution. The

(continued from page 1)
people of West Louisville, he said, were
being given a “false choice” between chaos
and total lockdown, between “anarchy”
and virtual martial law.
A big start in the right direction could
be taken through the creation of a “West
Louisville Council” to focus exclusively
on “community-oriented” solutions to West
End problems, including Derby cruising,
Bailey said.
The Fairness Campaign’s Johnson
minced no words, calling the lockdown
“outrageous” and saying that cruising was
being used as “an excuse for lockdown.”
Fairness, he said, stands in solidarity
with those who are protesting the lockdown,
exhorting his listeners to vote for candidates friendly to this cause in the May 16
primaries, which were four days after the
news conference.
Rev. Coleman ended the Braden Center
press conference by saying that what the
outraged residents of the West End are
saying is “real.” We’ve been over this
ground before, he said, many times; if the
city can allow slow traffic at 4th Street
Live and on the Baxter Avenue/Bardstown
Road corridor (and in the South End), it can
do so in West Louisville as well.
The Justice Resource Center leader
said that blacks were tired of being treated
like Louisville’s “stepchildren,” called the
general situation “frustrating,” complained
of going over “the same old issues again

and again,” and said that those issues
“should have been addressed 40 years ago.”
He also supported Phillip Bailey’s call
for a West Louisville Council — after all,
there are about 60 other cities in Jefferson
County which have their own mayors and
councils and therefore do not have to deal
with problems other than their own.
Maria Ramirez, program associate at
the ACLU of Kentucky, took a more
measured approach, reading a statement
from her organization that called for close
communication between residents of the
West End and city officials, so that
everybody can enjoy the Derby, the
outdoors celebration of which has become
a tradition in the West End.
Ramirez and the ACLU did not take a
position on cruising itself, calling instead
for genuine dialogue and averring that there
was no need to shut down an entire
community. Business, she said, should not
be harmed either by streets clogged from
cruising or by streets emptied by lockdown.
She also pointed out that cruising happens
in other places than Louisville and at times
other than Derby, and that there should not
be “punitive policing.”
Eustace Durrett is an advocate for
economic equality and rail transit. Ike M.
Thacker IV is an advocate for radical
socioeconomic equity, focusing especially
on housing issues. Both live in Louisville.

Profiling is
goal of city
crackdown
by Gracie Lewis
Racial profiling is a state and local civil
rights issue. This is the real deal behind the ban
on cruising for Derby 132. No matter what the
Mayor, the Metro Council, the police department say, racial profiling is the heart of the
issue, not cruising. The issuing of “passes” is
the ushering in, sooner or later, of a police state.
It is not enough to be “against racism and
racial profiling,” but the question is what should
you do about it. For the citizenry in “lockdown”
during the most prosperous time of the year in
Louisville, it was denial of opportunity. The African American community was being one more
time left out, discriminated against under the
guise of “cruising.” The business community lost
big time! The taxpaying citizens weren’t allowed
to go into their own parks, although we pay taxes.
Considering the seriousness of the issue, I
went to the American Civil Liberties Union and
personally picked up 20 copies of their packets
on racial profiling and distributed them. It is left
up to us to be alert to apartheid practices We
now look to our leaders to address this in our
state legislature and metro council. Don’t pass
up this opportunity. The Metro Council meets
on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays. The ACLU
provides a complaint hotline for victims of
racial profiling, 1-877-6-PROFILE.
The writer is a member of REACT, a group
fighting pollution in West Louisville.

A project of the Kentucky Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression
presents

Venezuela Rising
Directed by Jennifer Wager, 2006, 1 hour

As seen through the eyes of grandmother and community organizer Gladys Bolivar,
Venezuela Rising follows her and her compatriots five days before it is to be decided
by popular referendum whether Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez will continue in
office or step down. The entire nation has been mobilized – will it be SI – yes he will
be recalled, or NO – he will remain in office. Most in Venezuela feel that no less than
the en tire future of their country is at stake.
Issues of democracy and politics are addressed -- what consitutes a free and fair
election -- and is that enough to ensure citizen participation? How are elections the
ultimate measure of a thriving democracy?
Venezuela Rising gets behind the headlines and into the neighborhoods of Caracas
to find out how participatory democracy works on the ground.

Thursday, June 29, 2006, 7 pm
The Kentucky Theater
651 S. 4th Street
Suggested donation $5-25; no one turned away for lack of funds. Wheelchair accessible.
All proceeds support the work of the Kentucky Alliance Against Racist and Political
Repression; call (502) 558-3568 for more information.
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Two tie idealizing motherhood to demonizing welfare
The Mommy Myth:
The Idealization of
Motherhood and How It Has
Undermined Women
By Susan J. Douglas and Meredith W. Michaels
Free Press, 2004

reviewed by George Morrison
This is a book about a split personality –
this nation’s.
An increasingly aggressive cadre of
commentators, pundits and checkout lane
magazines tells working class and middle class
women they should stay home and raise kids.
What’s the matter with you, they plead to
women, don’t you know that you can only find
fulfillment by staying at home?
While this trend was rising in the 1990s,
an equally preachy juggernaut was reshaping
the debate about poverty; welfare reformers
scolded those on the dole to get out of the house
and get to work – what’s the matter with you,
they asked, don’t you know women can only
find a decent life by working?
Susan Douglas, a professor of communications at the University of Michigan and a mother
of one, and Meredith Michaels, a philosophy
professor at Smith College who has five
children, juxtapose these contradictory
currents and find that during the 1990s,
they were not coincidental.
“One of the most important trends
that we found during this period was
that the attacks on the maternal qualifications of welfare mothers increased,
over the years, in direct relationship to
the increased emphasis on the new
momism,” they wrote.
The “new momism” is one of several terms Douglas and Michaels launch
in making their arguments that commercial media sell women of average
or meager means a dangerously false
notion of motherhood as effortless and
elegant as, well, the latest celebrity
mom beaming with her infant from the
cover of women-oriented magazines.
They show several such covers of
women obviously wealthy enough to
afford nursemaids and for whom finding child care is a breeze and conclude
that, like June Cleaver doing housework in pearls in a late 50s, early 60s
sitcom, women’s real lives are simply
not reflected in media.
This book is thoroughly documented, verifying everything it
claims – and making some courageous claims at that, such as that
welfare was not the monster that virtually all in government and media
decided it was and that the lives of
those pushed off of the public dole
have often been worsened.
There are some shortcomings in
The Mommy Myth, however.
There is no mention of same sex
couples, which is disappointing, considering that in the case of women, lesbian
relationships may comprise one in 20
couples. Lesbians, furthermore, are a
considerable percentage of mothers
(maybe one in 10, if one does the math).
The book also could have delved
more deeply into strategies for dismantling the mommy myth. During a final
chapter and epilogue called “Exorcising
the New Momism,” the authors rather
frenetically describe a society where this
struggle has been won, but outline little
about how to get there.
Maybe it’s the Gandhian in me,
but I wish the book had delineated a
“massive resistance” plan of action,
complete with coordinated boycotts,
job actions, picketing, leafleting and
negotiating to force the elites of commercialism, publishing and politics to
halt this myth of motherhood being the
only source of validation.
Still, The Mommy Myth is a wonderful tool for its frankness, humor and,
most prominently, its precision. Anyone
wishing to defend feminism should read
this book, and commit to memory this
information about the supposed retreat
of women back into the home:
Douglas and Michaels write that
the media version of events all too
often is that feminism lead women
down a path to “supermom,” and faced
with a career and home duties, so many
threw up the white flag and dropped
out of the workplace.
“Supermom,” they said, is a media construction – in fact, women have
not been returning to the home.
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The slight decrease in women working
between 1989 and 1991 reported by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, the book said, was attributable to a poor economy and a trend of young
women staying in school longer before entering the workforce.
The bureau actually said that “marital status
or motherhood appears to have little to do with
this decline,” Douglas and Michaels reported.
Meanwhile, they added, the percentage of
families where a man was the sole breadwinner
declined between 1987 and 1992 and the percentage of two-parent families in which the
father was not working outside the home actually increased during this period.
The Mommy Myth also offers sharp insights
into the continuing problem of the lack of affordable and high quality childcare, a social policy
failure the authors trace to President Nixon’s
vetoing in 1971 – under heavy pressure from right
wing groups – of a broadly supported, bi-partisan
bill that would have subsidized child care.
The book shows how right wingers,
sometimes operating clandestinely, have
torpedoed every effort since to establish

federally-backed child care, often using absurd
distortions and pushing the most hysterical hot
buttons to achieve their goals, while the crisis
goes unaddressed for millions of families.
Concerning welfare, the book potently and
authoritatively challenges the common perception that Aid to Families with Dependent Children
wrecked the black and poor family and that the
end of this guaranteed entitlement gave poor
women new dignity and economic standing.
While media focused on anecdotal examples of third-generation welfare recipients
and of unfit mothers, failing to nurture, or even
feed properly, their children, Douglas and
Michaels found:
• In 1993, when the Clinton Administration
came to power partly by demonizing multigenerations of welfare use, 75 percent of
adults on welfare left it within two years.
• The following year, the average welfare
family had three members, a mother and two
children. Only 10 percent of AFDC mothers
had four or more children and 80 percent had
one or two kids.
• Researchers writing in the American Journal of
Sociology found no evidence that AFDC mothers had children to get on the dole or to increase
benefits. Studies also showed that one-half of
single women worked while on welfare.
Douglas and Michaels also tie welfare reform to the underreported but stunning fact that

homelessness increased greatly in the late 1990s,
exactly while a booming economy should have
shrunk the numbers of people on the streets.
“In the winter of 2000, New York City
registered the highest number of homeless
people ever, and most were women and
children,” the book said.
Douglas and Michaels reported that half
of welfare-to-work mothers in one study said
their family’s food didn’t last till the end of the
month and they didn’t have money for more.
One-third of former welfare mothers said they
had to cut the size of their meals or skip them
altogether, the book added, and many reported
going without medical or dental care.
The stress of those working because of
welfare reform isn’t limited to food. Citing a
Brookings Institution report on mothers who
went from welfare to work, the book says the
stereotype of welfare recipients as unwilling to
work has prompted many not to ask for time off
when a child is sick, but to give the child a
Tylenol and take them to day care as usual.
These conditions will only worsen, The
Mommy Myth warns, explaining: “as the end of
the five-year limit for welfare starts approaching
for millions of women and their kids, we will
see, in the years ahead, what the consequences
of ‘welfare reform’ might be.”
The reviewer is the editor of FORsooth.
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Poets speak

* raptors and recidivists *

HARRY S. TRUMAN SHOULD BE REMEMBERED

When two poets living 40 miles apart
simultaneously send you original works
each featuring a confrontation between a
cat and a blue jay, well, some higher power
seems to be telling you to include a poetry
section in this paper.
That’s right, not just birds, but blue
jays, take on cats in poems by Ike M.
Thacker IV and Robert O’Neill, who spells
his name with a Gaelic orthography
In the third, Eustace Durrett examines
the unsavory side of a U.S. president.

I
Plumed necromancer a red-tailed hawk casts terror,
a taloned black wind
scrying rabbit’s feet &
the skinny skulls of serpents.

Harry S. Truman should be remembered
For roasting men and women
Especially the children of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Let’s lift a toast to Harry
That man of the people.
Harry S. Truman should be remembered
For lighting the cold war fuse,
Prelude to the empire
And senseless deaths of thousands of humans, East and West
So bold, Harry
You man of the people.

II
Bully-boy blue jays
scold a neighbor’s cat slinking
through the yard - feathers,
fur, speciation, no truce
between feral robber-barrons.
roibeard Ui-neill
Corydon, Ind.

Is the Blue Jay Screaming?

Harry S. Truman should be remembered
For allowing the persecution of Paul Robeson,
A man for the people.
How low, Harry,
You man of the people.
Harry S. Truman should be remembered
For travesty — the Rosenberg prosecution.
Pardon me, Harry
Man of the people.

Tame little Tabby stalks and strikes,
With murder and supper her goal.
But the blue jay flies away, away—Away to the top of a tree,

Harry S. Truman should be remembered
For the Korean conflict
And the scattered members, both arms and legs
Of young men — black, white, brown, yellow
Thank you for the memories, Harry
O man of the people.
Eustace Durrett, 4/06

To taunt and torture tame Tabby with trills
And warn fellow fowl with screeches.
Or, Is the blue jay screaming?
Tame little Tabby stalks and strikes,
With murder and supper her goal.
But the jay—only glancingly smitten—flies away, away,
Away to the top of a tree,
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To taunt and torture tame Tabby with trills
And trumpet his triumph to all.
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Or, Is the blue jay screaming?
Countries and house-cats strike without need,
With “defense” and “survival” their claim.
But the jays fly away, away, away—Away to the jungles and dunes,
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To taunt us with trills and with screeches,
And broadcast their boastful survival.
Or, Are the blue jays screaming?
Ike M. Thacker IV

Past FORsooths archived
of Ekstrom Library on Belknap campus at
the University of Louisville. For more
information, call me at (502) 636-0935 or
the curator of Special Collections, Delinda
Buie, at (502) 852-6762.
N. David Williams, Director

Please make your check
payable to the Fellowship
of Reconciliation. Your
gift is tax deductible.

PLEASE SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO:
Tim Scheldorf, Treasurer
Fellowship of Reconciliation
2917 Beaumont Road
Louisville, KY 40205

Ending the Israeli Occupation
of Palestine IS an American Issue
You may not be aware that our
collection (The Williams-Nichols Archive
& Library for GLBT Studies at Ekstrom
Library, University of Louisville) houses
nearly every past issue of FORsooth from
the past 15 years.
The focus of our archives and library is
on gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
issues. While the Fellowship of Reconciliation has, of course, a broader scope, your
newspaper has covered gay and lesbian issues, which is why we keep them archived.
At any rate, we view the peace and justice
movement, the feminist movement, and the
civil rights movement in general as important allies in a broad, general struggle. For
that reason, we archive publications from
such organizations as the Southern Poverty
Law Center and ACLU of Kentucky.
If any of your readers need to look up
a previous issue of FORsooth, they are
welcome to visit us during regular business
hours throughout the week. The collection
is located in the Special Collections division
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Call upon the U.S. to be a friend
to both Israelis and Palestinians
at the VIGIL
12 Noon – 1:00 PM each Friday
Corner of 6th Street & Broadway
Louisville, Kentucky
Louisville Committee for Israeli/Palestinian States (502.451.5658)
www.louisvillepeace.org/twostates.html
Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR)/Louisville Chapter (502.458.8056)
www.louisville-for.org
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC)/Kentucky Chapter (502.893.9828)
www.adckentucky.com
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AGE OF AIDS
DOCUMENTED
Over the Memorial Day weekend a special
two-part FRONTLINE presentation marked the
25th anniversary of the first diagnosed cases of
AIDS. The documentary traces the science, politics, and human costs of one of the worst pandemics
the world has ever seen. Depicted are the early
congressional debates when help was refused and
the disease spread unabated. Even President Reagan
was shown advocating that people with AIDS not
be permitted to enter the country. When the medication finally became available, the exorbitant
price was a scandal. After seeking out the lessons
of the first 25 years, FRONTLINE asks what it
will take to conquer this devastating disease.
During the same time period, over several days at the end of May, AIDS was addressed globally
in an effort to gain world action, leading up to an important meeting on June 2 at the United Nations.
National plans were to be set up to combat the virus over the next ten years. This came after a U.N.
report said that 40 million people world-wide are living with HIV/AIDS, and 8,000 die every day from
the virus. More women and girls have the virus, and only a small fraction receive the medication. Kofi
Annan, U.N. Secretary General, said, “Last year, globally, there were more new infections than
ever before, and more people died than ever before.” However, the final declaration at the meeting,
which is not binding, was disappointing. Activists said it lacked the bold proposals included in a plan
agreed to at a similar conference in 2001. (C-J 6/3/06, A7)
“AIDS IN KENTUCKY” was presented by Renee Shaw on the KET program CONNECTIONS featuring reports from the 2006 Kentucky HIV/AIDS Conference held in Lexington on May
11. Questions were asked about how the African American faith community is responding to the
racial disparity in HIV/AIDS cases. Why is AIDS rising at such a disproportionate rate in the African
American population in Kentucky? Topics examined included available services, gaps in housing
options, medical care, and financial planning resources. Widespread misunderstanding still exists as
to how a person contracts the disease and how it is spread. Persons with AIDS find it difficult to talk
about it. However those who do relate their experience can be very helpful. This is especially true in
African American communities where churches are the focal point. They must seize the opportunity
to take the lead, extend their hand to offer compassion and education. More information is available
through the Kentucky Action Line, 1/800/926-7765.

(seven from Louisville) and one British citizen, representing several faith traditions, arrived in
Teheran on May 9. This was the second delegation that the Fellowship of Reconcliation has sent to
Iran in the last six months.
We were delighted to learn that Richard Deats (former editor of Fellowship) played an important
leadership role with the delegation. How fortunate to have such an experienced and knowledgeable
participant, one who has led countless FOR delegations to various countries, sharing his sparkling and
witty personality! Ona and David exclaimed over and over about how thankful they were to get to know
him. Upon returning he sent an e-mail to the delegation (forwarded to me by Ona) including these thoughts:
“Hi, wonderful gang! I’m glad to be back and find many friends amazed that it was a good trip! Iran
is the great unknown and people thought we were risking our lives. Well, “friendship and fact-finding”
were fulfilled as our goals. ... It was great being with you all and now we’ll be speaking in many places
about what we discovered. We all seemed to have sailed right through JFK. I hope you all got home
safely. Thanks to Bill (Brickwedde) from the FOR Bookstore, Ellen (Francis, co-leader) and I — and
the unbelievable number of huge bags — got home in a few hours.”
Richard closed with a quotation from Muriel Lester, who came to the United States from England
during the second World War to spread the FOR message: “The job of the peacemaker is to stop
war. To purify the world. To get it saved from poverty and riches. To heal the sick. To comfort
the sad. To wake up those who have not yet found God. To create joy and beauty wherever you
go. To find God in everything, and in everyone.”
Muriel Lester’s lasting impression made an impact on Richard Deats when she spoke at the
college he was attending in Texas, as well as on George Edwards who heard her speak at his college
in Memphis in 1941.
Stay tuned for information about opportunities to hear the Louisville participants speak.
Definitely mark your calendar for September 21 when they will provide the program for the Third
Thursday Lunch sponsored by the Louisville FOR chapter. If you would like to invite one or more
of them to discuss the trip with your group or at a gathering of friends, please call Ona Owen, 8975831. onaowen@aol.com

JOIN THE STRUGGLE TO STOP TORTURE
June has been designated as “Torture Awareness Month” by the United Nations. On the very first day
of June I received a letter from Erick Veliz, volunteeer Legislative Coordinator for Amnesty International
for Tennessee. He told about being asked to interview Sister Dianna Ortiz, a torture survivor. “... the facts
were so depressing that at one point I was not sure I wanted to interview her. When I met her, it was clear
the scars of torture had marked her life, but her resilience, passion and energy to end torture overshadowed
everything else. This experience led me to realize that the most essential thing I could do to end this horrible
crime that plagues the world is to become active and work with others.”

(continued on page 7)

MARILYN SPINK’S
LEGACY LIVES ON
The AIDS crisis in Louisville was attacked
head-on by Sister of Charity of Nazareth Marilyn
Spink who died in March at the age of 66. She worked
in health and pastoral care and in administration for
the Sisters of Charity of Nazareth. According to the
obituary in The Catholic Record, 3/30/06, Sister
Marilyn helped found Hospice, Inc. in Louisville and
Southern Indiana in 1976. In 1986 with full support
from her community, she began efforts to change
Kentucky law that barred HIV/AIDS patients from
admittance to the state’s nursing homes. Prejudice
and ignorance were difficult to overcome.
Continually frustrated because desperately sick
patients had no place to go to die with dignity, Sister
Marilyn made headlines when she announced that
Nazareth Home would designate two beds for AIDS
patients. This was the breakthrough. The next year,
she helped open Glade House, a home for men with
HIV/AIDS. In 1991 she helped to establish House of
Ruth to accommodate families of HIV/AIDS patients. Then it was Julie Driscoll, SCN, who labored
night and day for seven years to put House of Ruth
on a firm foundation. Her efforts produced another
“awakening” throughout the community. Then it was
The United Church of Christ that responded by
turning over a church building to provide space for
the House of Ruth to work more effectively.

LOUISVILLE PLANS
EXPANSION OF ITS
MILITARY INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
The British weapons firm, BAE Systems, is
being invited to expand the operations it already
has with the old Naval Ordnance gun plant off
Southside Drive where the upcoming DD(X) destroyer will be able to fire 155 mm projectiles up to
80 miles. A site for the new BAE plant to make the
magazines for the DD(X) shells is being considered on the Ohio River near Zorn Avenue. BAE
officials have said they need a site with barge
access. Kentucky is offering $765,000 in tax rebates, plus the $1.5 billion in income tax credits
already approved in Frankfort. 90 high-tech, highwage jobs are to be provided. (C-J, 5/20/06, D1)
The military-industrial complex still holds us
captive to the gods of metal, despite Eisenhour’s
warnings. Who will be on the receiving end of
these lethal products? — George Edwards

FOR DELEGATION
TO IRAN RETURNS
SAFELY
We caught up with Ona and David Owen at
the Memorial Day Service and found them exuberant about the trip but still “unwinding”. However,
after a couple of days we heard David speak on
National Public Radio and we knew they were
slowly getting back to normal after such an exhausting trip. The delegation of 22 Americans
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As GOP falters, are Democrats recalling party’s core?
Not since the disgraced presidency of
Richard Nixon, in the 1970s, has a U.S.
president sunk so low in the eyes of the
American public.
With the corruption of so many
Republican Party lawmakers exposed, will
the Democratic Party lead?
Or will Nancy Pelosi and Company
follow the Democratic Leadership Council
and cook up flavorless slop for the perceived
appetites of rightward-leaning Democrats
and leftward-leaning Republicans? Will
they attempt to develop a program aimed at
the core of those who put them in office:
labor, minorities, women, etc.?
Columnist William Rivers Pitt writes in
Truthout May 23: “The saga of the broadening “Duke” Cunningham cash-and-prostitutes-for-contracts bribery scandal, coupled
with the still-burning Abramoff influencepeddling scheme, coupled again with the
wide fallout from the sudden political demise
of Tom DeLay, has a crowd of people in the
GOP wondering when there will be a Federal
knock on their door.”
Will the Democrats seize this
opportunity to aggressively expose
corruption and posit a real alternative? Or
will they continue on the path that allowed
the last two presidential elections, which
they won, to be stolen from them, with the
theft blessed by the U.S. Supreme Court?
Will the Democrats defend Roger
Toussaint, president of New York City’s
Transport Workers Union Local 100, who
served ten days in jail for leading that city’s
first transit strike in 25 years. The union
was fined millions of dollars, and had its
union dues check off suspended.
“The entire labor movement is being
forced to abandon the idea that a militant
trade union can fight back if necessary to
protect the lives and security of our
membership,” Toussaint said before
entering jail. “U.S. workers are being asked
to accept a declining standard of living, an

Trade policy
revolution, such as the Minutemen, to monitor the U.S.-Mexico border, and the
scapegoating of mainly Latino immigrant
workers in a recent wave of hate crimes and
racist rhetoric are two of the symptoms of the
current dark times of economic globalization, mirroring similar backlashes in countries from France to the Dominican Republic.
All through the national debate,
however, the mainstream media focused
mainly on the legal status of the immigrants,
whether they carried flags from their native
countries, whether protesters were speaking
the Spanish language that was somehow
threatening to many U.S. citizens, or spoke
about the (often mistakenly) perceived
goals of the mass demonstrations.
Mainstream media mainly ignored the
root economic causes, just as the U.S.
media avoided analyzing the root causes of
the wave of fundamentalist Islamic terrorism aimed at the West.
Among those root causes of immigration is the economic and political aggression associated with the Washington Consensus, which seeks — with the arm twisting of unpayable external debt — to break
down all barriers to mainly transnational
corporate-dominated trade (except the ones
put up by U.S. corporations and the U.S.
government to impede trade to the U.S.), to
deregulate and privatize state assets and
public services (that are bought up cheaply
by transnational corporations), and to allow for wholesale penetration of U.S. capital and retail sales to every corner of the
globe. The fact that the signing of NAFTA
in 1994 formalized this sort of economic
colonialism between Mexico and the U.S.
is largely overlooked in analyses about the
so-called “Immigration problem.”
But ask Lucas Benítez of the CIW why
he initially came to the U.S. His response? “I
am a cast out offspring of NAFTA.” Ask
almost any recently arrived Mexican woman
why she came to the U.S. and she will talk
about how her family could no longer eat or
live well back on the farm. “No money. No
work. The price of corn or whatever we
June 2006

end of pensions, reductions in health care
and speed-ups in productivity. At the same
time the pay and benefits for corporate
managers are exploding.”
This column reported last month on
the battle between janitors at the University of Miami and the university president,
Donna Shalala, supposed liberal enlightened former Secretary of Health and Human Services under President Bill Clinton.
Here is some good news, as reported
in the Washington Post May 3: “This morning, for the first time in two months, it will
be a day with immigrants at the University
of Miami. On Monday the university’s
janitors — almost all of them immigrants,
and the vast majority refugees from Fidel
Castro’s Cuba — won a nine-week battle
with the university and its janitorial contractor over their right to be represented by
a union. Today they report back to work.”
“Coincidentally, (May 1) was also a
landmark day in the struggle for immigrant
rights — a struggle in which Medina (Eliseo
Medina, SEIU strike leader-I.G.) has long
played a pivotal role. In 1999 Medina led
the successful fight to persuade the AFLCIO to reverse its historical opposition to
immigrants and embrace their cause. His
union, SEIU, has been the principal funder
and logistical coordinator for many of the
recent legalization demonstrations. And

(continued from page 1)
produce on the farm is so low. We can’t make
a living there anymore. Three times a day
with tortillas and, sometimes, black beans.”
In retrospect, what is phenomenal
about the explosion of the recent mobilizations for immigrant rights is that it took so
long to emerge, and then emerged seemingly all at once and with such dynamism.
Many from within the immigrant rights
movement attribute this sudden ‘coming
out’ to the crude and racist attempt to
criminalize all of the estimated 11 to 12
million undocumented workers, which
would be done by House Bill 4437, known
as the Sensenbrenner Bill.
All undocumented workers and anyone
who helped them were to be reclassified as
felons and a 700-mile section of the U.S.Mexican border was to have a wall erected.
Their backs were truly to the wall. One
joke has it that in order for the U.S.
government to afford to build such a wall,
undocumented Latino workers would have
to be hired on a large scale. (Eight hours on
the wall, overtime on the tunnels.)
Once word got around about this bill,
the Catholic Church joined with other
churches and immigration rights organizations and unions, and even service-oriented organizations, to call on the immigrant community to protest and to come
out of the closets and stand up for their
rights. Documented immigrants saw the
racist nature of this assault and forged a
strong unity with their undocumented cousins, aunts and nephews (so to speak). And
stand up they did, indeed, stunning the
nation out of its slumber!
Who would have thought that in the
course of a few short weeks, the national
dialog would be covering such topics as
the merits of singing the National Anthem
in Spanish?
The writer is an agrarian social justice
activist working for Agricultural Missions,
Inc, an ecumenical organization. He is a
member of KITLAC and coordinates
Sustainable Agriculture of Louisville (SAL).

Medina sees the current tsunami of immigrant activism as a portent not just of
political change, but of union growth.”
May 1 marked this huge outpouring of
U.S. immigrants, documented and undocumented, and we who are allies, to protest
congressional legislation that would force so
many immigrants to be deported from their
adopted home, effectively changing the words
on the Statue of Liberty from “Give me your
tired, your poor” to “Hit the road, Jack.”
May 1st, May Day, began in the U.S. in
the late 1800s as the fight for the eight-hour
workday, and then recognized the martyrs of
the Haymarket Massacre in Chicago in 1886.
It was adopted by workers and socialist
parties the world over, then scrapped by
Congresspeople sucking up to big business,
with the cooperation of compliant labor
leaders in favor of a different month —
Labor Day.
Now, the Latino movement in the U.S.
has given new meaning to May Day with
its “Day Without Immigrants,” with over
1.5 million people publicly demonstrating.
The labor movement, which in times
past was anything but supportive of immigrant rights, seems now fully supportive.
AFL-CIO president John Sweeney’s
speech, “Why We Fight for Immigrant
Rights,” is excellent. Change to Win, the
rival labor federation, announced that it had
filed an unfair labor practice charge with the
National Labor Relations Board on behalf of
workers who were unlawfully disciplined for
participating in the May 1 protests.
Your scribe is delighted to report that,
after a seeming lull in African-American
support for immigrant rights, there have been
wonderful statements put forward by Black
leaders, particularly Rev. Jesse Jackson and
Congressperson Barbara Lee. Also, the
NAACP issued a news release calling on
Congress to approve a comprehensive immigration reform package that allows immigrants to legally work and become citizens.
Of course, the reactionary apologists
are flinging dirt. Lou Dobbs’ CNN byline,
“Radical groups taking control of
immigrant movement,” is but one example.
Note: in last month’s column, we
singled out two important past organizers
of immigrant workers for recognition. A
reader has written in to say “it is difficult to
name only a few; but if only a few are
named, Bert Corona needs to be among the
most prominent.” Absolutely. Si se puede.
Notwithstanding President Sweeney’s
strong current support of immigrant rights,
the AFL-CIO is still not willing to fully
face its paranoid anti-communist past.
Kim Scipes wrote in Monthly Review
in April: “On March 6, union members
from several unions and activist allies picketed the headquarters of the AFL-CIO in
Washington, D.C. to demand that the AFLCIO’s Solidarity Center immediately break
off all ties with the misnamed National
Endowment for Democracy (NED).
“The NED is a leading component of
the U.S. Government’s efforts to maintain
the U.S. Empire, and the Solidarity Center
is one of the NED’s four “core institutes,”
along with the international wings of the
Republican Party, the Democratic Party,
and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
Through its involvement with the NED
(among other things), the AFL-CIO
national leaders use the name of American
workers to undercut other workers’ efforts

(continued from page 6)

around the world, never informing rankand-file members (and many of the leaders)
of U.S. unions about what they are doing.”
Turning to the local Louisville front,
UPS will spend $1 billion (yes, one billion)
to expand its Louisville facilities. There
will be 1,200 full-time and 3,700 part-time
jobs added, the Louisville Courier-Journal
reported May 16.
This observer will wait to see the nature
of these jobs. Currently, part-time package
sorters work half-days, having to report in
the wee hours of the night. As a relativist,
I recognize it pays better than McDonalds.
Louisville also has two large Ford
plants, which, like Chrysler and General
Motors elsewhere in the U.S., have layoff
woes. Comes now Honda, to announce
construction of new plants in Canada, Japan
and the U.S., and huge expansions in its
plants in Ohio and in Brazil.
I recall discussions with my union
brethren and sistren, during the eight years
I served as a Delegate to the Greater Louisville Central Labor Council. “Buy
America” was the big campaign slogan
then, the elixir to cure job flight, and so I
asked if Ford cars were really American
cars, since under the hood half the parts
came from all corners of the globe.
Buy America indeed.
Will Honda soon become as American
as apple pie, or were apple pies always universal in nature, with a particularized expression in the U.S.?.… If Louisville will benefit
from UPS expansion, Kentucky as a whole is
facing slightly higher unemployment, rising
to 6.1 percent in April from 6 percent in
March. While tourism employed more workers, the manufacturing sector lost 1,100 jobs
in March and April.
There’s more bad news in the auto
sector, this time a company using the tactic
of declaring bankruptcy and getting a judge
to release the company from its union contract obligations. “Allied Holdings, the largest car-hauler in the United States, has won
the right to cut union wages by 10 percent
for two months and cancel scheduled raises
for the Teamsters who drive its trucks, the
Courier-Journal reported May 3.
Speaking of ill winds, I am happy to tell
you that insurance companies, reeling from
huge losses incurred when they paid Hurricane Katrina homeowners, have found a
clever way to recoup their losses. Reports the
CBS Evening News May 28: “Insurers —
spooked by the possibility of another record
hurricane season — are not renewing tens of
thousands of homeowner insurance policies
along coastal areas. An Allstate spokesman
told CBS News losing customers is painful,
but ‘they have to pick somebody.’
“Allstate is limiting or not renewing
homeowners’ policies in five states: Texas,
Mississippi, Florida, New York and Louisiana. State Farm has stopped offering policies in five Florida counties, and Nationwide tells CBS News ‘it’s evaluating all
areas along the coast.”
As if this were not enough, 80,000 Gulf
Coast workers unemployed because of hurricanes Katrina and Rita will be cut off from
their jobless benefits on June 4. These benefits average $104 dollars per week. Members of Congress could have extended the
benefits, but instead left Washington, at this
writing, for a 10-day vacation.
Contact Ira Grupper at irag@iglou.com.

Erik continued by saying that strong evidence
suggests that the U.S. government has been
complicit in torture. We have the duty and the
power to ensure that our voices are heard. He asks
that during the week of June 26 we form a delegation to visit our elected officials to urge their
support for legislation to stop the use of extraordinary rendition. People nationwide will be forming
such delegations during that week.
Of course, we are familiar with the dreadful
experience that Sister Dianna Ortiz survived after
being kidnapped and tortured in Guatemala where
she was working as a missionary. Father Jim Flynn
was a priest in Louisville at that time, and he worked
diligently to create awareness through meetings and
demonstations. We can certainly form a delegation to
visit our local elected officials on June 26th. If there
are others who will also join in this visit, please call
me at 458-8056. (Jean Edwards)
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Calendar for peacemakers
JUNE IS TORTURE AWARENESS MONTH
June 10 (Sat) CITIZENS CONGRESSIONAL HEARING on
the HEALTH CARE CRISIS. This Louisville HEARING
is part of a week of national action inspired by
HealthcareNOW.org. It is one of 70 Citizen/Congressional
Hearings across the nation designed to press elected leaders
and candidates to take action! House Resolution 676, a single
payer plan sponsored by Congressman John Conyers, would
cover everyone needing care. 10:30 am to 12:30 pm. Calvary
Episcopal Church, 821 S. 4th St. Call 502/636-1551.
Sponsored by Kentuckians for Single Payer Healthcare
(KSPH). kyhealthcare@aol.com www.kyhealthcare.org
Hearing Coordinator, Harriette Seiler, 899-3861.
June 11 (Sun) NEVER SHALL FORGET, memorial for Timothy Blair, a Louisville citizen who was murdered on May 22,
2005. Speak out about the violence against our community’s
LGBT citizens. 3:00 pm at Metro Police Headquarters (7th
and Jefferson). Call the Fairness office, 893-0788.
June 11 (Sun) “AIM HIGHER” focusing on military counter
recruitment. Special guests have been invited to guide the
discussion on June 11. Every 2nd Sunday at 7:00 pm, 2236
Kaelin Avenue at the FOR office. This group would welcome
invitations to speak about conscientious objection, military
recruitment, and the possibility for highschool students to “opt
out” of having their names given to recruiters. Call Chris
Harmer, 893-2334. charmer@ch2m.com
June 12 (Mon) HAPPY BIRTHDAY HENRY WALLACE!
Come to the Fairness Office to celebrate Henry Wallace and
his incredible commitment to the struggle for justice. 2263
Frankfort Ave, 5:30 to 7:00 pm. 893-0788.
June 13 (Tue) THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT. Survivors are
invited to break the silence about violence against women.
Fairness office, 2263 Frankfort Ave, 6 to 8 pm. 893-0788.
June 14 (Wed) CHEZ MOI ART GALLERY. Opening of
“Panerotica” and an Art Auction to benefit the Fairness Campaign. 974 Barret Ave, 6 to 9 pm. Donations accepted. 893-0788.
June 14 (Wed) KITLAC (Ky Interfaith Taskforce on Latin
America and the Caribbean). Every second Wednesday,
Presbyterian Seminary, Nelson Hall, Room 10, 7:30 pm. Call
David Horvath, 479-9262, or Pat Geier, 456-6586.
June 14 (Wed) SHALOM SUPPER at Douglass Blvd Christian
Church, 2005 Douglass Blvd, 6:30 pm, featuring GLENN
KOSSE, Coalition for the Homeless, (at 7:00). Glenn is
president of the board of directors of the coalition and will
speak about the Homeless in Louisville. Free and open to
everyone. Children invited for a special VBS program, ages
3 through sixth grade. For details, call 452-2629.
June 15 (Thu) SINGLE PAYER HEALTH CARE. Monthly meeting, every third Thursday, 5:30 pm. Public Library, 4th and York
Sts., Room A downstairs. Call Kay Tillow, 636-1551.
June 15 (Thu) LPAC (Louisville Peace Action Community).
Monthly meeting every Third Thursday evening. Douglass
Blvd Christian Church, 7:00 pm. Call Judy Munro-Leighton,
456-6914; Ellen Schagene, 451-6392; or Ken Nevitt, 5589124. www.louisvillepeace.org
June 16 (Fri) PRIDE PARADE, BEGINNING AT
TRYANGLES, 209 Preston St, 7:30 pm, ending at the
Belvedere. (Note: Come to the Fairness office from 12 to 4
to assemble and decorate the Fairness Pride Float.)
June 17 (Sat) KENTUCKIANA PRIDE FESTIVAL ON THE
BELVEDERE, 500 W. Main St. Noon to 8:00 pm. Volunteers needed to work shifts at the Fairness booth. Call 8930788 to sign up.
June 18 (Sun) COMMITTEE FOR ISRAELI/PALESTINIAN
STATES. (Every Third Sunday) First Unitarian Church, 4th
& York Sts.. 3:00 pm. Call Beverley Marmion, 451-5658.
June 18 (Sun) RACISM/WHITE PRIVILEGE. View excerpts
from the reality TV series “Black/White” with discussion/
critique following. (First of four parts) 7:00-9:00 pm at the
Fairness office, 2263 Frankfort Ave. 893-0788
June 21 (Wed) SHALOM SUPPER at Douglass Blvd Christian
Church, 2005 Douglass Blvd, 6:30 pm, featuring Honorable
Ron Mazzoli (fomer U.S. Congressman) speaking on
“IMMIGRATION,” (at 7:00). Free and open to everyone.
Children invited for a special VBS program, ages 3 through
sixth grade. For details, call 452-2629.
June 22 (Thu) “THE POLITICAL CRISIS IN ISRAEL,”
featuring REUVEN KAMINER, noted writer, political
analyst and veteran Israeli peace activist. Sponsored by the
Louisville Committee for Israeli/Palestinian States, at the
League of Women Voters building, 118 S Ewing. 1/2 block
off Frankfort Ave. See the flyer in this issue of FORsooth.
Call Beverley Marmion 451-5658, or Ira Grupper, 459-217.
www.reuvenkaminer.com
June 23-24 (FSS) FOR NATIONAL COUNCIL CONVENES AT
“SHADOWCLIFF,” home of the national office, Nyack, NY.
Phil Schervish will represent our Louisville chapter.
June 23 (Fri) “THE ROAD TO GUANTANAMO” coming to
theaters in the USA. Watch local listings. It is a terrifying
first-hand account of three young men, British nationals of
Muslim faith who were held for two years without charges in
the American military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
June 24 (Sat) 8th ANNUAL BOWL-a-thon. Benefit for the
Fairness Campaign and the Kentucky Fairness Alliance. Prizes
and a 50/50 Raffle. Register at 1:00 pm, Bowl at 1:30 pm,
$15. 2217 Goldsmith Lane. Call 893-0788.
June 25 (Sun) YOU STARTED IT! Come celebrate the Fairness
Campaign’s rich 15-year history. Share food and stories of
the work for equality and justice. Fairness Office, 2263
Frankfort Ave, 4:00-6:00 pm. (893-0788)

June 26 (Mon) INTERNATIONAL DAY IN SUPPORT OF
SURVIVORS AND VICTIMS OF TORTURE, called by
the United Nations, responding to the growing evidence
that the United States government is engaging
systematically in the use of torture and inhuman treatment
as part of the “war on terror.” This month of action and
education will culminate with special grassroots lobby
efforts in DC and around the country urging Congress to
pass legislation to stop the use of extraordinary rendition,
or “outsourcing torture.” Go to this web site for action ideas
and tools to help raise awareness in your community:
www.tortureawareness.org/?tr=y&auid=1663393 Join the
delegation to visit elected leaders in Louisville during this
week. Call Jean Edwards, 458-8056.

Regular Meeting Times for
Area Organizations

June 26 (Mon) F.O.R. STEERING COMMITTEE (every 4th
Monday). Presbyterian Seminary, 1044 Alta Vista Road,
Nelson Hall, #10, 7:30pm. Visitors welcome. Call cochairs,
Phil Schervish, 451-6638 or Dennis Bricking, 895-8516.

BREAD FOR THE WORLD – 1st Tuesday (239-4317)

June 27 (Tue) PASTORS FOR PEACE CARAVAN TO CUBA,
coming through Louisville. Potluck Supper at James Lees
Presbyterian Church, 1741 Frankfort Ave, side entrance. Sponsored by KITLAC (Ky Interfaith Taskforce on Latin America
and the Caribbean). 6:30 pm. Bring food for yourself and
some extra for the caravaners. Call David Horvath, 479-9262.

AD HOC COALITION FOR AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION – (778-8130)
ADDICTION RECOVERY ADVOCATES OF
KENTUCKIANA – 2nd Thursday (585-3375)
AMERICA 2000 DEMOCRATIC CLUB –
4th Tuesday (459-0616)
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL – 1st Saturday (637-8951)
APPAF (American Palestine Public Affairs Program) –
2nd Thursday (895-8155)
CAPA (Citizens Against Police Abuse) –
2nd Thursday (778-8130)
C.E.A.S.E. [Citizens for Equitable Assignment to
School Environments] – (778-9427)
CLARK & FLOYD COUNTIES AIDS COALITION –
(288-2706)
CLOUT [Citizens of Louisville Organized and
Working Together] -(583-1267)

June 27 (Tue) KCADP (Ky Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty). Social gathering at Wick’s Pizza, 975 Baxter Ave,
6:30pm. Come! Let’s get better acquainted. Mark Meade,
541-9998. mmeade@bellarmine.edu or kcadp@earthlink.net
. Note: There will be no meeting in July. Volunteers are needed
to set up literature tables at summer festivals.

COMMITTEE FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST –
2nd Monday (456-6586)

June 27 (Tue) LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX: A SEX-POSITIVE
DIALOGUE. Adult conversation to openly and honestly
discuss sexuality in a positive and respectful way. Fairness
Office, 2263 Frankfort Ave. 6 to 9 pm. (893-07880).

CONVERSATION CAFE – Wednesday evenings (454-4820)

June 28 (Wed) SHALOM SUPPER at Douglass Blvd Christian
Church, 2005 Douglass Blvd, 6:30 pm,featuring KEITH
KNAPP, CEO of Episcopal Church Homes of Kentucky,
speaking on AGING AND SENIOR CARE ISSUES”. Free
and open to everyone. Children invited for a special VBS
program, ages three through sixth grade. For details, call 4522629 For details call 452-2629,
June 29 (Thu) THE REEL REVOLUTION FILM SERIES,
featuring “Venezuela Rising.” Directed by Jennifer Wager,
2006, 1 hour. A project of the Kentucky Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repression. The film gets behind the
headlines and into the neighborhoods of Caracas to find out
how participatory democracy works on the ground. Kentucky
Theater, 651 S 4th St, 7:00 pm. Suggested donation $5-$25;
no one turned away for lack of funds.

COMMON CAUSE – 1st Tuesday, every other month
(454-7797)
COMMUNIST PARTY USA – Sunday evenings (473-2659)
COUNTER RECRUITMENT, “Aim Higher” –
Second Sunday (893-2334)
EARTH SAVE LOUISVILLE – 2nd Sunday (569-1876)
FAIRNESS CAMPAIGN – Quarterly community dialogues
and volunteer opportunities (893-0788)
FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION –
4th Monday (451-6638 or 895-8516)
GREATER LOUISVILLE SIERRA CLUB –
3rd Tuesday (897-3335)
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY – Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays & Saturdays (637-6265)
HATE FREE SCHOOLS COALITION –
3rd Thursday (454-3300)
INTERFAITH PATHS TO PEACE – 1st Tuesday (214-7322)
JOBS WITH JUSTICE KENTUCKY (625-3724)

July 2 (Sun) VIGIL FOR PEACE every first Sunday evening
remembering all those suffering from conflicts in the Middle
East. Bring a sign or a candle. Bardstown Road at Douglass
Blvd. 7:00-8:00 pm. Sponsored by LPAC (Louisville Peace
Action Community). Call Ken Nevitt, 558-9124.
pcunity@yahoo.com www.louisvillepeace.org

JUSTICE RESOURCE CENTER – 3rd Saturday (562-6737)

July 5 (Wed) SHALOM SUPPER at Douglass Blvd Christian
Church, 2005 Douglass Blvd, 6:30 pm, featuring BILL
SOMPLATSKY-JARMAN speaking on GLOBAL
WARMING.

KY ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST & POLITICAL
REPRESSION – 3rd Monday (778-8130)

July 10 (Mon) DEADLINE FOR THE JUlY/AUGUST
ISSUE OF FORsooth. Contact George Morrison, editor,
944-6460, E-mail: klm86@netzero.com Note: For
calendar listings, contact Jean Edwards, 458-8056.
E-mail: edwardsfor@bellsouth.net

KFTC [KENTUCKIANS FOR THE COMMONWEALTH] –
2nd Monday, jointly with POWER (589-3188)
KY AIDS LIFE ALLIANCE (KALA) –
Every Thursday (479-7884)

KY COALITION TO ABOLISH THE DEATH PENALTY –
Last Tuesday (541-9998)
KITLAC (KY INTERFAITH TASKFORCE ON LATIN
AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN) – 2nd Wednesday (479-9262)
KY RAINBOW/PUSH COALITION – (774-4000)
LOUISVILLE COMMITTEE FOR ISRAELI/PALESTINIAN
STATES – 3rd Sunday (451-5658)
LOUISVILLE MEDIA REFORM COMMUNITY –
3rd Wednesday (584-4811)

July 16 (Fri) NOON VIGIL FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE
EAST, including a news update. EVERY FRIDAY AT SIXTH
AND BROADWAY, in front of the Federal Court House
(where Senator McConnell’s office is located). We vigil in
solidarity with the “Women in Black” who vigil every Friday
at noon in Israel. Sponsored by the Louisville Committee for
Israeli/Palestinian States, the American Arab AntiDiscrimination Committee, and the Fellowship of
Reconciliation. Call Beverley Marmion, 45l-5658.
July 20 (Thu) FORsooth LABELING at Beverley’s. Put your
fingers to work to keep this important news flowing. We
need you for one hour. Call Beverley at 451-5658.
July 25-27 (TWT) TRAINING OF EDUCATORS in Conflict
Resolution and Peer Mediation, for school personnel
interested in creating a student mediation program in their
schools. Sponsored by the Peace Education Program. $350
($650 for two-person team). Continental breakfast and box
lunch included. Register by July 10. (Only 40 seats). Call
502/589-6583. peaceeducation@iglou.com
July 27 (Thu) COMMUNITY CHOIR REUNION & Kick-off
for the Sept 10 Concert. 6:30-8:00pm. Sponsored by the
Peace Education Program. Practice dates will be Sept. 8 & 9.
To be added to the choir list call 589-6583 or e-mail:
peaceeducation@iglou.com Watch for updates:
www.PeaceEducationProgram.org

OUT OF TOWN EVENTS
Oct 20-22 (FSS) NATIONAL WEEKEND OF FAITH IN
ACTION ON THE DEATH PENALTY, sponsored by
Amnesty International. Kristin Houle, Coordinator. Phone:
202/544-0200, ext.496. Fax: 202/546.7142. E-mail:
khoule@aiusa.org. www.amnestyusa.org/abolish/sdpac

LPAC (LOUISVILLE PEACE ACTION COMMUNITY) –
3rd Thursday (558-9124)
LOUISVILLE WOMEN CHURCH –
Meditation 1st & 3rd Sundays (473-8435)
LOUISVILLE YOUTH GROUP – Friday nights
(893-0788), www.louisvilleyouthgroup.org
METRO SWEEP FOR ACCESS – 3rd Tuesday
(895-0866 or 899-9261)
METROPOLITAN HOUSING COALITION –
4th Wednesday (584-6858)
MUHAMMAD ALI INSTITUTE FOR PEACE AND
JUSTICE, at UL (852-6372)
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People) – 3rd Monday (776-7608)
NAMI (National Alliance for the Mentally Ill) –
2nd Monday (245-5287)
PARENTS, FAMILIES & FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS (P-FLAG) – 3rd Sunday (329-0229)
PEACE & COMPASSION BUDDHA CIRCLE/CML –
(451-2193, brozier@bellsouth.net)
POWER [PEOPLE ORGANIZED AND WORKING
FOR ENERGY REFORM] – 2nd Monday,
jointly with KFTC (778-2687)
RCRC [Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice] –
(866-606-0988)
RESULTS (a hunger lobby) – 2nd Saturday (451-4907)
SHADHULIYYAH SUFI SPIRITUALITY GROUP –
(637-5010)
SINGLE WOMEN’S GROUP – 3rd Sunday (812-866-1667)
Note: If your group would like to be added to this list or if information
needs to be updated, please let us know by calling 458-8056.

